
  No congregational handout this week; outline sermon text follows:
—{1}. Romans 12:11-12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Attitude

A. Introduction
1. Someone with an attitude …

a. I am sure that everyone of your knows someone with whom it is very difficult to work or to associate —
because of their attitude

b. I came across the following list of attitudes whereby I can, in adopting them, make my life miserable —
and probably the lives of those who have to be and to deal with me! —{2}.

(A) 1) I must be liked by everybody for everything I do.
(B) 2) I cannot be happy unless everything is exactly the way I want it to be.
(C) 3) All the unhappiness I suffer is always caused by outside events or other people.  I am just a

victim.
(D) 4) It is wiser for me to avoid life’s difficulties than to face them and deal with them.
(E) 5) I must succeed in all situations or I am a failure in life.
(F) 6) Because a negative experience happened to me once, I shall forever be defeated by it.
(G) 7) I must have certain and complete control over all people and events in my life, or chaos will

result.
(H) 8) I must put my happiness and comfort at the top of my priority list in order to live a fulfilled life.
(I) 9) I must compare and contrast myself with other people in order to know if I’m successful or not.
(J) 10) I must have certainty of success before I ever attempt anything.

2. well, in today’s text we find six attitudes, and the spheres or arenas in which they may be exercised,
whereby those who know the Lord can find fulfilment in their Christian faith, for godly attitudes lead to
godly actions (and vice-versa)

B. The Text, Romans 12:11-12 (NAS)
1. may be seen in six phrases, each of the same form:

a. not lagging behind in diligence, 
b. fervent in spirit, 
c. serving the Lord; 



d. rejoicing in hope, 
e. persevering in tribulation, 
f. devoted to prayer,

2. and the form of each phrase is this ...
a. but first, a little English lesson!

(A) the participle – words ending in  “–ing” and “–ed” – can be used as both a verb (action word) and
a noun (name word) or an adjective (description word)

(B) the participle is used to describe a quality or action that persists, or is continuous, over a period
of time: 

(C) example: “listening to a boring sermon can put one to sleep” – here, listening is a participle and
it is the continuous nature of it that causes the result; in this case, sleep.  If your listening wasn’t
continuous — say you started to watch the squirrel that climbing the tree outside this window —
then you might avoid the result

b. each of the six phrases in our text contains a participle (or nearly a participle—{3}.) which is combined with
a specific sphere or arena of Christian life
(A) it isn’t evident in the English, but in the Greek each of these arenas is preceded by the word “the”

– for example it is “fervent in the spirit”
(B) which it is not a quality — in the example given, it is not merely spiritual fervency — but that we

be fervent in our spirit, our innermost being
c. now, I recognize that some of these may come closer to being an action than an attitude, but even in

those cases there is an underlying attitude that is encouraged herein
d. so let us look at these six attitudes we should want to have

C. Eagerness
1. not lagging behind in diligence, or, “Be eager in reference to diligence, the earnest effort required”

a. now the word which is translated “diligence” in the NAS, is rendered in other versions as business and
zeal
(A) what underlies this word diligence is haste, eagerness
(B) so you could almost translate the verse as “don’t drag your feet where haste is needed”

b. not all of God’s work is exciting and thrilling



(A) sometimes we are called to be foot-soldiers in the Lord’s army rather than riding in the cavalry
(B) sometimes like 200 the weary and wounded of David’s army —{4}. who had to stay by the stuff while

the other 400 went and gained the glorious victory, we may miss the front line action — but that
doesn’t make our contribution any less important

(C) in fact, in any worthwhile endeavour there is a great deal of effort that has to be put into straight,
hard slogging — and the Lord’s work is no different

c. and we are encourage to have an attitude of eagerness to get at these commonplace tasks the Lord has
given to us

2. why is this eagerness so important in such mundane things?
a. the farming analogy which we find in the scripture gives to us one clue
b. a lot of farming is just straight, boring muck work
c. but when the opportunity comes to carry out the next step in the harvesting or husbandry process
d. the wise farmer is up early, seizing the occasion, knowing that circumstances my be less favourable

tomorrow
e. so in the spiritual

(A) Paul planted the seed of the word of God
(B) Apollos watered that same seed
(C) and on account of their faithfulness, God brought about the increase in the believers

f. let us be eager leaving to God to accomplish His purpose

D. Passion
1. fervent in spirit, or, “Be passionate in reference to the spirit”

a. or, if you are British, and passion is a foreign concept, something for the Latin peoples, “Be on fire ...”
(A) the word “fervent” is used of water that is at the boil 
(B) reminding us of Jesus’ words to the Laodicean church  “I know your works, that you are neither

cold nor hot, … you are lukewarm” (Revelation 3:15-16)
(C) a very pleasant thing in life is to spend time with a person who is passionately interested in

something, even in something which to you lacks interest — I’ll let you think of examples of this
for yourselves

b. and the arena where this passion is to be found is in the spirit, in our innermost being, in the real us



2. now you should know that “spirit” here is with a small “s”
a. it is the Christian’s human spirit
b. that is to be burning, filled with ardour, passionate
c. but how do we come to have such a burning spirit?

(A) how do we arouse such ardour, such passion?
(B) is this some emotional fire to which we add fuel and stoke up by human effort?
(C) I think not

d. is it not in making ourselves a fit residence for God’s Holy Spirit, that He may set us afire for God?
e. is this not why we are instructed “Do not quench the Spirit” (1 Thessalonians 5:19)?

E. Servant
1. serving the Lord, or, “Have a servant attitude in reference to the Lord (and His work)”

a. having a servant attitude is not a natural occurrence
(A) I was born with a built-in master attitude
(B) in “The Wouldbegoods,” a children’s story by Edith Nesbit —{5}., the 8 Bastable children find a baby

which they believe to be kidnapped and abandoned. At one point the baby is thrust from child to
child in an effort to stop its crying.  After the child is restored to its parents, the narrator, Oswald,
concludes the chapter with these words: “If Oswald is ever married – I suppose he must be some
day – he will have ten nurses to each baby.  Eight is not enough.  We know that because we tried,
and the whole eight of us were not enough for the needs of that deserted infant who was not so
extra high-born after all.”

(C) nor do we necessarily improve as we grow up
b. so we don’t always understand what a servant attitude is

(A) there is a hymn for which I really don’t care, “Brother let me be your servant”
(1) because it seems to me that the essence of servant attitude is that it doesn’t draw attention to

itself
(2) and maybe, I am over-sensitive to this

(B) because I discover myself from time to time making sure that everybody realizes what a servant
I am!



2. and this attitude is to be in the arena of the Lord
a. not here servant attitude to the person of the Lord Jesus
b. but recognition

(A) of my servant position before the my Lord and Master
(B) that this Lord has purchased me by His own death
(C) that my prime responsibility in life is serving Him

F. Joy
1. rejoicing in hope, or, “Be joyful in reference to the hope you possess”

a. Christians are often accused of being gloomy Gus’es
(A) having faces that would crack if they smiled
(B) probably because our way of showing disapproval of  wrongdoing is not with grace and love but

with a holier-than-thou attitude or righteous indignation
b. but of all people

(A) Christians should not carry around a cloud of gloom
(B) but the radiance of pure joy

(1) even in difficult times
(2) even in persecution 
(3) James 1:2 (NAS)  Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you encounter various trials, knowing

that the testing of your faith produces endurance.

2. because, even in the most difficult of human circumstances, we are given an arena of our lives where we
can manifest the joy, the spirit of rejoicing of those who know God: this is in the arena of hope
a. “But we do not want you to be uninformed, brethren, about those who are asleep, that you may not

grieve, as do the rest who have no hope.” 1 Thessalonians 4:13 (NAS)
b. for as Christians, we have the most exalted, splendid, thrilling, wonderful future to which we look forward

— and for all eternity — “But as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into
the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love him.” 1 Corinthians 2:9 (AV)

G. Patient
1. persevering in tribulation, or, “Be patient in reference to the pressure you experience”



a. the attitude of perseverance is important in our walk of faith — But Jesus said to him, “No one, after
putting his hand to the plow and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God.” (Luke 9:62 NAS)

b. Paul berated the Galatian Christians along the same line,“You were running well; who hindered you from
obeying the truth?” Galatians 5:7 (NAS)

2. and in reference to what arena is this attitude to be exercised?
a. well, just where it is needed most!
b. in the arena of pressure and difficulty
c. now the source of the pressure and difficulty can be either good or bad, although in the New Testament

it seems most often to be of an evil source
d. but regardless of source, these are things that get in our way and are permitted by God in order that we

may grow up, mature, develop in our Christian life and conduct

H. Steadfastness
1. devoted to prayer, or, “Be steadfast in reference to prayer”

a. the final attitude to which we come is that of consistency and constancy
b. I am sure you know people who 

(A) blow hot and cold
(B) who are gung-ho one minute and indifferent the next
(C) … well, that’s natural

c. but God wants us to be more than natural
(A) to be a special people
(B) a prized possession

d. and He has an arena where we can perform

2. this is in reference to the arena of prayer
a. well, we won’t be able to drop the bucket to the bottom of this well this morning … or any other for that

matter
b. so, only a few comments

(A) prayer is not easy
(1) we were born separated from God



(2) we live in a world separated from God
(3) and Satan and his many helpers are not adverse to casting before us all forms of interruptions

and diversions that will hinder our prayer
(B) the habit of prayer, like all habits, needs repetition and regularity to be cultivated, and this kind

of repetition is not vain!

I. Conclusion
1. six attitudes, then — eagerness, passion, servant, joy, patience, steadfastness

2. in reference to the six arenas where they are exercised — our commonplace tasks, our innermost spirit, our
Master’s work, our future heavenly expectations, our difficulties today, our prayer relationship to the Father
— are given to us as antidotes to our innate, self-centred attitudes, … are given that we may realize a
fulfilled Christian life
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